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15th Affair James Patterson 2016-05-02 Detective Lindsay Boxer chases an
elusive, possibly very dangerous suspect...her husband, Joe. Lindsay Boxer has
a beautiful baby daughter and a husband she loves unconditionally. She'd always
been too focused on her career as a San Francisco police detective to wonder
what domestic bliss might feel like, but now she knows, and she's never been
happier. She can't imagine that a brutal murder at a luxury hotel, and the
disappearance of a gorgeous blond woman from the scene, could have anything to
do with her own life and marriage--yet soon both are unraveling, and Lindsay
can't ignore disturbing clues that hit very close to home. Just as bombs are
starting to go off in her personal life, an explosive tragedy rocks San
Francisco, plunging the city into chaos. Pressed into duty to investigate a
criminal plot that stretches around the globe, Lindsay again finds herself
following signs that lead to her own front door. Thrown into a tailspin and
fighting against powerful enemies trying to protect their operatives and
conceal the truth at all costs, Lindsay turns to the Women's Murder Club for
help as she desperately searches for the elusive, and deadly, blonde before she
loses Joe for good. Filled with the pulse-pounding intrigue that has made James
Patterson the world's #1 bestselling writer, 15th Affair is an emotionally
charged story that proves all is fair in love, war, and espionage.
1st to Die James Patterson 2001-03-05 Four crime-solving friends face off
against a killer in San Francisco in the Women's Murder Club novel that started
James Patterson's thrilling series. Each one holds a piece of the puzzle:
Lindsay Boxer is a homicide inspector in the San Francisco Police Department,
Claire Washburn is a medical examiner, Jill Bernhardt is an assistant D.A., and
Cindy Thomas just started working the crime desk of the San Francisco
Chronicle. But the usual procedures aren't bringing them any closer to stopping
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the killings. So these women form a Women's Murder Club to collaborate outside
the box and pursue the case by sidestepping their bosses and giving each other
a hand. The four women develop intense bonds as they pursue a killer whose
crimes have stunned an entire city. Working together, they track down the most
terrifying and unexpected killer they have ever encountered--before a shocking
conclusion in which everything they knew turns out to be devastatingly wrong.
Full of the breathtaking drama and unforgettable emotions for which James
Patterson is famous, 1st to Die is the start of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series of crime thrillers.
2nd Chance James Patterson 2011-06-23 When a little girl is shot on the steps
of a San Francisco church, Detective Lindsay Boxer reconvenes the Women's
Murder Club. Working with reporter Cindy Thomas, assistant DA Jill Bernhardt,
and medical examiner Claire Washburn, Lindsay tracks a mystifying killer who
quickly turns his pursuers into victims. The unorthodox allegiances of the
Women's Murder Club lead them to suspect the unexpected - the killer may be an
ex-cop. But nothing prepares them for the demented logic behind his choice of
victims.
The Trial: A BookShot James Patterson 2016-07-05 Detective Lindsay Boxer and
the Women's Murder Club face an unexpected ripple of violence from an accused
murderer in San Francisco. An accused murderer called Kingfisher is about to go
on trial for his life. Or is he? By unleashing unexpected violence on the
lawyers, jurors, and police involved in the case, he has paralyzed the city.
Detective Lindsay Boxer and the Women's Murder Club are caught in the eye of
the storm. Then, just when they have it figured out, there's a courtroom
shocker you'll never see coming. BookShots Lightning-fast stories by James
Patterson Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All
original content from James Patterson
Private Paris James Patterson 2016-03-14 Someone is targeting the most powerful
people in Paris . . . and only private investigator Jack Morgan can make it
stop. When Jack Morgan stops by Private's Paris office, he envisions a quick
hello during an otherwise relaxing trip filled with fine food and sightseeing.
But Jack is quickly pressed into a mission: to track down his client's young
granddaughter who is on the run from a brutal drug dealer. Before Jack can
locate her, several members of France's cultural elite are found dead-murdered
in stunning, symbolic fashion. The only link between the crimes is a mysterious
graffiti tag. As religious and ethnic tensions simmer in the City of Lights,
only Jack and his Private team can connect the dots before the smoldering
powder keg explodes.
The Lake House James Patterson 2003-06-01 The memorable story begun in When the
Wind Blows continues in this thrilling novel, and it's one that really soars!
Frannie O'Neil, a Colorado veterinarian, knows a terrible secret that will
change the history of the world. Kit Harrison, an FBI agent under suspension
has seen things that no one in his right mind would believe. A twelve-year-old
girl named Max and five other incredible children have powers we can only dream
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of. These children can fly. And the only place they will be safe is the Lake
House. Or so they believe..
A Women's Murder Club Omnibus James Patterson 2008 1ST TO DIE The electrifying
first novel in this explosive series, introducing homicide inspector Lindsay
Boxer. She's tough, but even she's shocked by the honeymoon murders. A brutal
maniac is slaughtering newlywed couples. Lindsay turns to Claire, a coroner,
Cindy, a journalist, and Jill, an attorney for help solving this terrible case;
the legendary Women's Murder Club is born. 2ND CHANCE Lindsay Boxer is back.
When a little girl is shot outside a San Francisco church, she knows it's time
to reconvene the Women's Murder club. Together they track down a mystifying
killer who is to turn his pursuers into his victims . . . THIRD DEGREE The
death of three people when a townhouse explodes into flames is only the
beginning of a wave of violence in San Francisco; it seems that whoever is
behind it is intent on killing someone every three days. Even more terrifying,
a member of the Women's Murder Club is now a target, and Lindsay Boxer learns
of a secret so dangerous and unbelievable that it could destroy them all.
Exposed Lisa Scottoline 2017-08-15 In this New York Times bestselling novel, a
battle for justice pits partner against partner... Mary DiNunzio wants to
represent her old friend Simon Pensiera, a sales rep who was wrongly fired by
his company, but her partner Bennie Rosato represents the parent company. When
she confronts Mary, explaining this is a conflict of interest, an epic battle
of wills and legal strategy between the two ensues—ripping the law firm apart,
forcing everyone to take sides and turning friend against friend. SOMETIMES
LOYALTY CAN BE LETHAL. Praise for Exposed: "Plot twists aplenty raise the
stakes." —People Magazine "Exposed is Lisa Scottoline's sweet spot: law,
loyalty, trust, and of course, family." —Brad Meltzer "Fastpaced, hearttugging...readers will enjoy seeing how it all plays out." —Publishers Weekly
“A gripping thriller...Exposed wraps up with a demolition-derby doozy of an
ending that will leave you shaken." —The Washington Post "The final curtain
will find you cheering, and Scottoline will have earned every hurrah." —Kirkus
(starred review) "[The Rosato and DiNunzio stories] are always her best works
and this newest is the best of the best in this series." —Huffington Post
16th Seduction James Patterson 2017-05-01 Still recovering from her husband's
betrayal, Detective Lindsay Boxer faces a series of heart-stopping crimes and a
deadly conspiracy that threatens to destroy San Francisco. Fifteen months ago,
Detective Lindsay Boxer's life was perfect. She had a beautiful child and a
doting husband, Joe, who helped her catch a criminal who'd brazenly detonated a
bomb in downtown San Francisco, killing twenty-five people. But Joe wasn't
everything that Lindsay thought he was, and she's still reeling from his
betrayal as a wave of mysterious and possibly unnatural heart attacks claims
seemingly unrelated victims across San Francisco. As if that weren't enough,
the bomber she and Joe captured is about to go on trial, and his defense raises
damning questions about Lindsay and Joe's investigation. Not knowing whom to
trust, and struggling to accept the truth about the man she thought she knew,
Lindsay must connect the dots of a deadly conspiracy before a brilliant
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criminal puts her on trial. Filled with the suspense and emotion that have made
James Patterson the world's #1 bestselling writer, 16th Seduction is the
Women's Murder Club's toughest case yet-and an exhilarating thrill ride from
start to finish.
Unlucky 13 James Patterson 2014-05-05 The Women's Murder Club is stalked by a
killer with nothing to lose. San Francisco Detective Lindsay Boxer is loving
her life as a new mother. With an attentive husband, a job she loves, plus best
friends who can talk about anything from sex to murder, things couldn't be
better. Then the FBI sends Lindsay a photo of a killer from her past, and her
happy world is shattered. The picture captures a beautiful woman at a
stoplight. But all Lindsay sees is the psychopath behind those seductive eyes:
Mackie Morales, the most deranged and dangerous mind the Women's Murder Club
has ever encountered. In this pulse-racing, emotionally charged novel by James
Patterson, the Women's Murder Club must find a killer--before she finds them
first.
The 8th Confession James Patterson 2009-04-27 As San Francisco's most glamorous
millionaires mingle at the party of the year, someone is watching--waiting for
a chance to take vengeance on Isa and Ethan Bailey, the city's most celebrated
couple. Finally, the killer pinpoints the ideal moment, and it's the perfect
murder. Not a trace of evidence is left behind in their glamorous home. As
Detective Lindsay Boxer investigates the high-profile murder, someone else is
found brutally executed--a preacher with a message of hope for the homeless.
His death nearly falls through the cracks, but when reporter Cindy Thomas hears
about it, she knows the story could be huge. Probing deeper into the victim's
history, she discovers he may not have been quite as saintly as everyone
thought. As the hunt for two criminals tests the limits of the Women's Murder
Club, Lindsay sees sparks fly between Cindy and her partner, Detective Rich
Conklin. The Women's Murder Club now faces its toughest challenge: will love
destroy all that four friends have built? The exhilarating new chapter in the
Women's Murder Club series, The 8th Confession serves up a double dose of
speed-charged twists and shocking revelations as only James Patterson can. And
remember, this is the only Murder Club episode of the year.
The 9th Judgment James Patterson 2010-04-26 The Women's Murder Club takes on
two deranged killers, but Detective Lindsay Boxer begins to wonder if the
mysterious case is also breaking apart her closest friendships. During an
intimate dinner party, a cat burglar breaks into the home of A-list actor
Marcus Dowling. When his wife walks in on the thief, the situation quickly
teeters out of control, leaving an empty safe and a lifeless body. The same
night, a woman and her infant child are ruthlessly gunned down in an abandoned
garage. The killer hasn't left a shred of evidence, except for a foreboding and
cryptic message: WCF, the letters written in blood-red letters. With two
deranged killers on the loose Detective Lindsay Boxer calls on the Women's
Murder Club to help her stop the insane killers. But someone is leaking
information to the press-details that only those on the inside could know. As
allegations fly that Lindsay is the source, she has to wonder: how much she can
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trust her closest friends?
The Bullet Iris Johansen 2021-06-08 From a #1 New York Times bestselling
author, a woman finally gets her happily-ever-after ending with the man she
loves—until a woman on the run shows up on her doorstep with enough secrets to
get them all killed.
The 18th Abduction James Patterson 2019-04-29 Detective Lindsay Boxer's
investigation into the disappearance of three teachers quickly escalates from
missing persons to murder in the newest Women's Murder Club thriller. For a
trio of colleagues, an innocent night out after class ends in a deadly torture
session. They vanish without a clue -- until a body turns up. With the safety
of San Francisco's entire school system at stake, Lindsay has never been under
more pressure. As the chief of police and the press clamor for an arrest in the
"school night" case, Lindsay turns to her best friend, investigative journalist
Cindy Thomas. Together, Lindsay and Cindy take a new approach to the case, and
unexpected facts about the victims leave them stunned. While Lindsay is
engrossed in her investigation, her husband, Joe Molinari, meets an Eastern
European woman who claims to have seen a notorious war criminal -- long
presumed dead -- from her home country. Before Lindsay can verify the woman's
statement, Joe's mystery informant joins the ranks of the missing women.
Lindsay, Joe, and the entire Women's Murder Club must pull together to protect
their city, and one another -- not from a ghost, but from a true monster.
14th Deadly Sin James Patterson 2015-05-04 With San Francisco under siege and
every cop a suspect, the Women's Murder Club must risk their lives to save the
city-and each other. With a beautiful baby daughter and a devoted husband,
Detective Lindsay Boxer can safely say that her life has never been better. In
fact (for a change), things seem to be going well for all the members of the
Women's Murder Club as they gather to celebrate San Francisco Medical Examiner
Claire Washburn's birthday. But the party is cut short when Lindsay is called
to a gruesome crime scene, where a woman has been murdered in broad daylight.
As Lindsay investigates, shocking video footage of another crime surfaces. A
video so horrific that it shakes the city to its core. Their faces obscured by
masks, the cold blooded criminals on the tape could be anyone-and now all of
Lindsay's co-workers are suspects. As a rash of violence sweeps through San
Francisco, and public fear and anger grows, Lindsay and her friends must risk
their lives in the name of justice-before it's too late. With shocking twists
and riveting suspense, 14TH DEADLY SIN, proves yet again that when it comes to
suspense fiction, in the words of Jeffrey Deaver: "nobody does it better" than
James Patterson.
20th Victim James Patterson 2020-03-05 The Women's Murder Club face the fight
of their lives in this bestselling instalment in the James Patterson series
__________________________________ THREE CITIES. THREE BULLETS. THREE VICTIMS.
Simultaneous murders hit LA, Chicago and San Francisco. SFPD Sergeant Lindsay
Boxer is tasked with uncovering what links these precise and calculated
killings. Lindsay discovers that the victims all excel in lucrative, criminal
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activity. As the casualty list expands, fear and fascination with this shocking
spree provoke debate across the country. Are the killers villains or heroes?
And who will be next? __________________________________ PRAISE FOR THE WOMEN'S
MURDER CLUB THRILLERS 'Smart characters, shocking twists . . . you count down
to the very last page to discover what will happen next.' Lisa Gardner 'Packed
with action . . . a compelling read with great set pieces and, most of all,
that charismatic cast of characters.' Sun 'I couldn't turn the pages quick
enough. Great plot, fantastic storytelling and characters that spring off the
page - all the right ingredients for a thriller!' Heidi Perks 'Fast-moving,
intricately plotted . . . Boxer steals the show as the tough cop with a good
heart.' Mirror 'Terrific, high-octane, really pacy . . . every scene is a film,
every character real and every plot point leaves us breathless.' Jo Spain
The 5th Horseman James Patterson 2009-07-01 The fifth novel in the Women's
Murder Club series. A young mother is recuperating in a top San Francisco
hospital when suddenly she's gasping for breath. The call button fails to bring
help in time. How and why did this happen? With help from the newest member of
the Women's Murder Club, Yuki Castellano, Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer discovers
that this is not the hospital's first suspicious case. Other patients have
taken unexpected and devastating turns for the worse just as they're planning
to go home. Are these just appalling coincidences? Or is a maniac playing God
with people's lives? When someone close begins to exhibit the same terrifying
symptoms, Lindsay fears no one is safe. In a wild race against time she must
fight an administration determined to shield its reputation even if it means
hiding a killer...
22 Seconds James Patterson 2022-05-02 THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! 22
seconds... until Lindsay Boxer loses her badge—or her life. SFPD Sergeant
Lindsay Boxer has guns on her mind. There’s buzz of a last-ditch shipment of
drugs and weapons crossing the Mexican border ahead of new restrictive gun
laws. Before Lindsay can act, her top informant tips her to a case that hits
disturbingly close to home. Former cops. Professional hits. All with the same
warning scrawled on their bodies: You talk, you die. Now it’s Lindsay’s turn to
choose.
7th Heaven James Patterson 2008 The Women's murder Club's most terrifying Case
Ever.
3rd Degree James Patterson 2004-03-01 The #1 bestselling new mystery series of
the past decade comes roaring back with 3rd Degree, a shockingly suspenseful
thriller featuring the Women's Murder Club. One of James Patterson's best loved
heroines is about to die. Detective Lindsay Boxer is jogging along a beautiful
San Francisco street when a fiery explosion rips through the neighborhood. A
town house owned by an Internet millionaire is immediately engulfed in flames,
and when Lindsay plunges inside to search for survivors, she finds three people
dead. An infant who lived in the house cannot be found - and a mysterious
message at the scene leaves Lindsay and the San Francisco Police Department
completely baffled. Then a prominent businessman is found murdered under
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bizarre circumstances, with another mysterious message left behind by the
killer. Lindsay asks her friends Claire Washburn of the medical examiner's
office, Assistant D.A. Jill Bernhardt, and Chronicle reporter Cindy Thomas to
help her figure out who is committing these murders-and why they are intent on
killing someone every three days. Even more terrifying, the killer has targeted
one of the four friends who call themselves the Women's Murder Club. Which one
will it be? While the investigation rages furiously, Lindsay works very closely
with a federal officer assigned to the case. At the same time, she learns that
one member of the Women's Murder Club is hiding a secret so dangerous and
unbelievable that it could destroy them all.
6th Target, The James Patterson 2007-05-08 When a horrifying attack leaves one
of the Women's Murder Club struggling for her life, the others fight to keep a
madman behind bars before anyone else is hurt. Lindsay Boxer and her new
partner in the San Francisco police department are racing to stop a series of
kidnappings that has electrified the city: children are being plucked off the
streets together with their nannies, but the kidnappers aren't demanding
ransom. Amid uncertainty and rising panic, Lindsay juggles the possibility of a
new love with an unsolvable investigation, and the knowledge that one member of
the club could be on the brink of death. And just when everything appears
momentarily under control, the case takes a terrifying turn, putting an entire
city in lethal danger. Lindsay must make a choice she never dreamed she'd facewith no certainty that either outcome has more than a prayer of success.
10th Anniversary James Patterson 2011-05-02 For every secret Detective Lindsay
Boxer's long-awaited wedding celebration becomes a distant memory when she is
called to investigate a horrendous crime: a badly injured teenage girl is left
for dead, and her newborn baby is nowhere to be found. Lindsay discovers that
not only is there no trace of the criminals--but that the victim may be keeping
secrets as well. For every lie At the same time, Assistant District Attorney
Yuki Castellano is prosecuting the biggest case of her life--a woman who has
been accused of murdering her husband in front of her two young children.
Yuki's career rests on a guilty verdict, so when Lindsay finds evidence that
could save the defendant, she is forced to choose. Should she trust her best
friend or follow her instinct? There's a different way to die Lindsay's every
move is watched by her new boss, Lieutenant Jackson Brady, and when the
pressure to find the baby begins interfering with her new marriage to Joe, she
wonders if she'll ever be able to start a family. With James Patterson's whitehot speed and unquenchable action, 10th Anniversary is the most deliciously
chilling Women's Murder Club book ever.
The 19th Christmas James Patterson 2019-10-07 In this #1 New York Times
bestseller, the Women's Murder Club gets ready for a quiet Christmas—until a
mysterious killer decides to terrorize the city. As the holidays approach,
Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends in the Women's Murder Club have much to
celebrate. Crime is down. The medical examiner's office is quiet. Even the
courts are showing some Christmas spirit. And the news cycle is so slow that
journalist Cindy Thomas is on assignment to tell a story about the true meaning
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of the season for San Francisco. Then a fearsome criminal known only as "Loman"
seizes control of the headlines. Solving crimes never happens on schedule, but
as this criminal mastermind unleashes credible threats by the hour, the month
of December is upended for the Women's Murder Club. Avoiding tragedy is the
only holiday miracle they seek.
9th Judgement James Patterson 2011 In the most exciting Women's Murder Club
novel yet, Detective Lindsay Boxer spends every waking hour working to piece
together clues in two area murders. One of the killers forces Lindsay to put
her own life on the line--but will that be enough?
The Murder of an Angel James Patterson 2015-10-15 In the dramatic conclusion to
the bestselling Confessions series, Tandy Angel's next murder case could be her
own! Tandy Angel is losing her mind - or so she thinks. Even as she's forced to
fight for the family company, she's imagining new dangers in every shadow. And
as her detective prowess is called into question and her paranoia builds, she
has to face the very real possibility that the stalker she's convinced will
take her life could be all in her head - or the very real danger that finally
brings her down.
London Bridges James Patterson 2004-11-01 In broad desert daylight, a
mysterious platoon of soldiers evacuates the entire population of Sunrise
Valley, Nevada. Minutes later, a huge bomb detonates a hundred feet above the
ground and lays waste to homes, cars, and playgrounds: a town annihilated in an
instant.Alex Cross is on vacation in San Francisco with his girlfriend, Jamilla
Hughes, when he gets the call. The Russian supercriminal known as the Wolf
claims responsibility for the blast. Major cities around the globe are
threatened with total destruction. The Wolf has proven he can do it; the only
question is, can anyone stop him in time? Surveillance film of the blast
reveals the presence of another of Alex Cross' most dangerous enemies, the
ruthless assassin known as the Weasel. World leaders have just four days to
prevent an unimaginable cataclysm. Joining forces with Scotland Yard and
Interpol, Alex fights his way through a torrent of false leads, impersonators,
and foreign agents before he gets close to the heart of the crimes. Racing down
the hairpin turns of the Riviera in the most unforgettable finale James
Patterson has ever written, Alex Cross confronts the truth of the Wolf's
identity, a revelation that even Cross himself may be unable to survive.
Kiss the Girls James Patterson 2017-01-01 'No one gets this big without amazing
natural storytelling talent - which is what Jim has, in spades. The Alex Cross
series proves it.' LEE CHILD, international bestselling author of the Jack
Reacher series _____________________________ Detective Alex Cross is caught
between two murderous masterminds, but he isn't the only one in danger this
time... When his niece goes missing, Alex Cross follows the trail and discovers
links to a string of abductions, murders, and a horrifying complication. Two
killers are competing to commit worse crimes than the other and their
collaboration becomes a national threat. With his family at risk, Alex knows
that the investigation puts him directly in the firing line... Adapted as a
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major Hollywood movie starring Morgan Freeman
12th of Never James Patterson 2013-04-29 It's finally time! Detective Lindsay
Boxer is in labor-while two killers are on the loose. Lindsay Boxer's beautiful
baby is born! But after only a week at home with her new daughter, Lindsay is
forced to return to work to face two of the biggest cases of her career. A
rising star football player for the San Francisco 49ers is the prime suspect in
a grisly murder. At the same time, Lindsay is confronted with the strangest
story she's ever heard: An eccentric English professor has been having vivid
nightmares about a violent murder and he's convinced is real. Lindsay doesn't
believe him, but then a shooting is called in-and it fits the professor's
description to the last detail. Lindsay doesn't have much time to stop a
terrifying future from unfolding. But all the crimes in the world seem like
nothing when Lindsay is suddenly faced with the possibility of the most
devastating loss of her life.
21st Birthday James Patterson 2021-05-03 In this thrilling novel from a #1 New
York Times bestselling author, Detective Lindsay Boxer takes a vow to protect a
young woman from a serial killer long enough to see her twenty-first birthday.
When young wife and mother Tara Burke goes missing with her baby girl, all eyes
are on her husband, Lucas. He paints her not as a missing person but a wayward
wife—until a gruesome piece of evidence turns the investigation criminal. While
Chronicle reporter Cindy Thomas pursues the story and M.E. Claire Washburn
harbors theories that run counter to the SFPD’s, ADA Yuki Castellano sizes
Lucas up as a textbook domestic offender . . . who suddenly puts forward an
unexpected suspect. If what Lucas tells law enforcement has even a grain of
truth, there isn't a woman in the state of California who's safe from the reach
of an unspeakable threat.
The 5th Horseman James Patterson 2006-02-01 Dare to face the most terrifying
heights of suspense. From hospital murders to explosive court battles, the
Women's Murder Club takes on their most harrowing challenge yet. It is a wild
race against time as Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer and the newest member of the
Women's Murder Club, attorney Yuki Castellano, lead an investigation into a
string of mysterious patient deaths-and reveal a hospital administration
determined to shield its reputation at all costs. And while the hospital wages
an explosive court battle that grips the entire nation, the Women's Murder Club
hunts for a merciless killer among its esteemed medical staff. With high-speed
thrills and page-turning twists, The 5th Horseman proves once again that James
Patterson "has mastered the art of writing" (Chicago Sun-Times).
4th of July James Patterson 2014-12
The 17th Suspect James Patterson 2019-08 A reluctant informant
in Sergeant Lindsay Boxer, and the tip leads her to disturbing
friends in the Women's Murder Club warn her against taking the
but with lives at stake, she can't help herself from venturing
terrifying terrain. Meanwhile, when ADA Yuki Castellano learns
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seeking to press charges of rape against his female superior, she's intrigued.
Believing that she can make the case, Yuki puts all her efforts into selling
it. But the evidence begins to muddy the original narrative, and she is left
wondering if she made the right choice. With Lindsay and Yuki both facing
personal issues of their own, they cannot let their home lives cloud the cases
before them, for they refuse to be victims...
Invisible James Patterson 2014-06-23 Read the #1 New York Times bestselling
thriller Invisible, then continue the series with Unsolved. Everyone thinks
Emmy Dockery is crazy. Obsessed with finding the link between hundreds of
unsolved cases, Emmy has taken leave from her job as an FBI researcher. Now all
she has are the newspaper clippings that wallpaper her bedroom, and her
recurring nightmares of an all-consuming fire. Not even Emmy's ex-boyfriend,
field agent Harrison "Books" Bookman, will believe her that hundreds of
kidnappings, rapes, and murders are all connected. That is, until Emmy finds a
piece of evidence he can't afford to ignore. More murders are reported by the
day--and they're all inexplicable. No motives, no murder weapons, no suspects.
Could one person really be responsible for these unthinkable crimes? INVISIBLE
is James Patterson's scariest, most chilling thriller yet.
NYPD Red 4 James Patterson 2016-05-19 A jewel heist. A murdered actress. A
killer case for NYPD Red. In a city where crime never sleeps, NYPD Red is the
elite task force called in when a case involves the rich, famous and connected.
Detectives Zach Jordan and Kylie MacDonald are the best of the best - brilliant
and tireless investigators who will stop at nothing to catch a criminal, even
if it means antagonising the same powerful people they're supposed to be
helping. When a glitzy movie premiere is the scene of a shocking murder and
high-stakes robbery, NYPD Red gets the call. In a hunt that takes Zach and
Kylie from celebrity penthouses to the depths of Manhattan's criminal
underworld, they have to find the cold-blooded killer - before he strikes
again.
Kill Me If You Can James Patterson 2011-08-29 A poor art student living in New
York stumbles on a bag of diamonds . . . but they come at a price in this
unforgettable novel from "America's #1 storyteller" (Forbes). Matthew Bannon, a
poor art student living in New York City, finds a duffel bag filled with
diamonds during a chaotic attack at Grand Central Station. Plans for a worryfree life with his stunning girlfriend Katherine fill his thoughts-until he
realizes that he is being hunted, and that whoever is after him won't stop
until they have reclaimed the diamonds and exacted their revenge. Trailing him
is the Ghost, the world's greatest assassin, who has just pulled off his most
high-profile hit: killing Walter Zelvas, a top member of the international
Diamond Syndicate. There's only one small problem: the diamonds he was supposed
to retrieve from Zelvas are missing. Now, the Ghost is on Bannon's trail-but so
is a rival assassin who would like nothing more than to make the Ghost
disappear forever. From the world's #1 writer comes a high-speed thrill ride of
adrenaline-fueled suspense you'll never forget.
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The Medical Examiner James Patterson 2017-08-01 In James Patterson's #1 New
York Times bestseller, the Women's Murder Club tracks down two bodies at the
morgue-but one of them is still breathing . . . A woman checks into a hotel
room and entertains a man who is not her husband. A shooter blows away the
lover and wounds a wealthy heiress, leaving her for dead. Is it the perfect
case for the Women's Murder Club . . . or just the most twisted? BookShots
Lightning-fast stories by James Patterson Novels you can devour in a few hours
Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson
Fifth Horseman James Patterson 2006 The Womans Murder Club investigates
hospital personnel in a San Francisco hospital when patients start dying from
unknown causes.
11th Hour James Patterson 2012-05-07 Your best friend Lindsay Boxer is pregnant
at last! But her work doesn't slow for a second. When millionaire Chaz Smith is
mercilessly gunned down, she discovers that the murder weapon is linked to the
deaths of four of San Francisco's most untouchable criminals. And it was taken
from her own department's evidence locker. Anyone could be the killer--even her
closest friends. Or a vicious killer? Lindsay is called next to the most
bizarre crime scene she's ever seen: two bodiless heads elaborately displayed
in the garden of a world-famous actor. Another head is unearthed in the garden,
and Lindsay realizes that the ground could hide hundreds of victims. You won't
know until the 11th hour A reporter launches a series of vicious articles about
the cases and Lindsay's personal life is laid bare. But this time she has no
one to turn to--especially not Joe. 11TH HOUR is the most shocking, most
emotional, and most thrilling Women's Murder Club novel ever.
"B" is for Burglar Sue Grafton 2010-04-01 B is for Burglar, from Sue Grafton's
#1 New York Times bestselling Kinsey Millhone Alphabet mystery series Beverly
Danziger looked like an expensive, carefully wrapped package from a good but
conservative shop. Only her compulsive chatter hinted at the nervousness
beneath her cool surface. It was a nervousness out of all proportion to the
problem she placed before Kinsey Millhone. There was an absent sister. A will
to be settled--a matter of only a few thousand dollars. Mrs. Danziger did not
look as if she needed a few thousand dollars. And she didn't seem like someone
longing for a family reunion. Still, business was slow, and even a private
investigator has bills to pay. Millhone took the job. It looked routine. Elaine
Boldt's wrappings were a good deal flashier than her sister's, but they
signaled the same thing: The lady had money. A rich widow in her early forties,
she owned a condo in Boca Raton and another in Santa Teresa. According to the
manager of the California building, she was last seen draped in her $12,000
lynx coat heading for Boca Raton. According to the manager of the Florida
building, she never got there. But someone else had and she was camping out
illegally in Mrs. Boldt's apartment. The job was beginning to seem a bit less
routine. It turned tricky when Beverly Danziger ordered Millhone to drop the
case and it took on an ominous quality when Aubrey Danziger surfaced, making
all kinds of wild accusations about his wife. But it only became sinister when
Millhone learned that just days before Elaine Boldt went missing, her next-door
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neighbor and bridge partner had been murdered and the killer was still at
large. A house destroyed by arson. A brutally murdered a woman. A missing lynx
coat. An apartment burgled of valueless papers, another ransacked in a melée of
mindless destruction. And more murder. As Millhone digs deeper into the case,
she finds herself in a nightmarish hall of mirrors in which reality is
distorted by illusion and nothing--except danger--is quite what it seems. "A"
Is for Alibi "B" Is for Burglar "C" Is for Corpse "D" Is for Deadbeat "E" Is
for Evidence "F" Is for Fugitive "G" Is for Gumshoe "H" Is for Homicide "I" Is
for Innocent "J" Is for Judgment "K" Is for Killer "L" is for Lawless "M" Is
for Malice "N" Is for Noose "O" Is for Outlaw "P" Is for Peril "Q" Is for
Quarry "R" Is for Ricochet "S" Is for Silence "T" Is for Trespass "U" Is for
Undertow "V" Is for Vengeance "W" Is for Wasted "X"
Sam's Letters to Jennifer James Patterson 2004-06-28 Discover two extraordinary
romantic stories about the power of a life-changing love letter. Have you ever
gotten a letter that changed your life completely? Sam's Letters to Jennifer is
a novel about that kind of drama. In it, a woman is summoned back to the town
where she grew up. And in the house where she spent her most magical years she
finds a series of letters addressed to her. Each of those letters is a piece of
a story that will upend completely the world she thought she knew - and throw
her into a love more powerful than she ever imagined could be possible. Two
extraordinary love stories are entwined here, full of hope and pain and
emotions that never die down.
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